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» stable and lightweight plastic box

» sub-dividable through insertion of dividers

» optional labelling stickers

» fast overview through clear plastic window

» can be integrated into van racking system by 
means of plastic slides

Materials & Colour

Material: PC
PP Plastic

Colour: Sortimo CoolGrey

Dimensions

External dimensions: 240 x 150 x 140 mm

Technical details

Weight: 0,33 kg

Maximum payload: 12 kg

Accessories

Material no. Description Matchcode EAN code

6000000297 Divider for S-BOXX 03-8 TWSB SF 03-8 4045294196561
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Material no. Description Matchcode EAN code

6000000451 Labelling card set for S-BOXX SB SF BK 4045294199944

6000000402 Plastic slides T3 AZS 03-0 2.0 4045294199500

Description

Use the S-BOXX G width 03-8 in your van racking system or in your workshop as an ideal organiser for smaller 
components, like fittings, screws or spare parts. The integrated clear plastic window on the front of the S-BOXX 
provides a constant view of the contents within and lets you see in good time when an order needs to be placed for 
consumables. The opening on the top lets you simply and quickly remove the contents of the boxes. A practical 
complement to the S-BOXX are the dividers which allow the BOXX to be sub-divided into three compartments. The 
compartments enable the user to store various consumable materials in an S-BOXX without them becoming mixed 
up. The S-BOXX can be safely stowed in the Sortimo van racking system or the WorkMo on plastic slides on a 
standard shelf depth 3 (25 cm) and can, of course, be removed at any time and transported to your workplace. 
Accessories, such as labelling stickers, provide a good overview and simplify the re-ordering process for the 
articles. You can, for example, label your S-BOXXes with the article numbers of the contents and save yourself time 
when ordering.
The partition walls and labelling stickers are not contained in the scope of delivery.

We reserve the right to make changes in the interest of technical progress, as well as correcting printing errors and mistakes. Pictures are similar, decorative material 
not included. With the publication of this data sheet, previous editions lose their validity. Version: 21.12.2023
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